In this paper we study the coarsening dynamics of a spinor condensate quenched into an easy-axis ferromagnetic phase by a sudden change in the quadratic Zeeman energy. We show that applying a spin rotation prior to changing the Zeeman energy accelerates the development of local order and reduces heating. We examine the longitudinal spin ordering and the superfluid ordering of the system and show that the respective order parameter correlation functions exhibit dynamic scaling in the late time dynamics. Our results also demonstrate that these two types of order grow at different rates, i.e. with different dynamic critical exponents. The spin domain area distribution is calculated and is shown to have power law scaling behavior expected from percolation theory.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A spinor Bose-Einstein condensate is a system that possesses both superfluid and magnetic order [1, 2] . Experiments are able to explore transitions between phases of different magnetic order by controlling the quadratic Zeeman energy (q) that shifts the magnetic sublevels [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Such a system presents a rich playground for studies of non-equilibrium phenomena, including defect formation related to the rate that the phase transition is crossed [3, 5, [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , through to the latetime coarsening dynamics describing how the small domains produced by the quench anneal towards the equilibrium state [6, 8, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . Studies have largely focused on the spin properties of the system, leaving the superfluid dynamics unexplored. We note that in binary condensates, which can be regarded as a pseudo spin-1 2 system, there has been work on both spin coarsening [21] and aspects of the superfluid behavior (e.g. analyzed via kinetic energy spectra [22] ). The development of various techniques for measuring spin [6, 16, 23] and superfluid correlations (e.g. see [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] ) demonstrate that it is possible to study the evolution of both types of order in spinor experiments. The relationship between spin and superfluid order has been considered in the equilibrium properties of spinor condensates. For example, in Ref. [29] it was found that for a large spin-dependent interaction, ferromagnetism emerges at a higher temperature than condensation.
Here we study the superfluid and spin ordering dynamics of a ferromagnetic spin-1 condensate quenched into a easyaxis ferromagnetic phase, where the spin order preferentially aligns (or anti-aligns) along the quantization axis defining the quadratic Zeeman energy shift. Initially small domains form, but grow as time passes. At sufficiently late times this coarsening dynamics can enter a universal scaling regime [30] : the correlation function of the order parameter collapses to a universal (time-independent) form when space is scaled by a characteristic length L(t) ∼ t 1/z , which yields the dynamic critical exponent z. Here we find that the spin and superfluid order exhibit universal scaling, but do not develop identically. The spin order spreads more rapidly across the system than the superfluid order, with different dynamic critical exponents for each type of ordering.
In this paper we consider two types of quenches. The first (standard) quench (e.g. see [3, 17, 19] ) is to start with an equilibrium non-magnetic (polar) condensate at large q and then to suddenly quench to a negative q value where the easy-axis magnetic phase is the ground state. We also propose a second type of quench that utilizes the atomic physics toolbox of coherent manipulations: this differs from the first quench in that a π/2 spin rotation is applied to the initial state immediately prior to q being quenched. Both quenches produce the same late time coarsening behavior, but we show that the second quench has less heating and the early-time dynamics (where local order develops) concludes more rapidly, suggesting this may be more suitable for experiments where long times are difficult to access. We finally consider the areas of the individual spin domains that form after the quench and how these evolve in time. Our results show that once the domains develop in the system their areas vary over many orders of magnitude. At sufficiently long times the domain area distribution decays as a power law ∼ S −2 for sufficiently large S, where S is the domain area. This can be related to ideas of percolation theory [31] , as has also been pointed in in recent work on the immiscibility phase transition in a binary condensate [32, 33] .
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II we introduce the dynamical formalism used to simulate the quench dynamics. We introduce the two different quench types considered and discuss the role and nature of the unstable excitations that drive the initial phase transition dynamics. Our main results are presented in Sec. III. First we consider the early-time dynamics to emphasize the differences in how local spin order emerges for the two quench types. We then turn to considering the spin and superfluid order, as described by the relevant two-point correlation functions. We demonstrate that in the late time dynamics these correlation functions exhibit dynamical scaling, albeit with different growth laws. Then we compute the spin domain areas, extract the domain size distribution and investigate the scaling of this distribution as a function of domain size and time. Finally we conclude in Sec. IV.
II. FORMALISM
A. The Spin-1 Gross-Pitaevskii equations
The system we consider is a homogeneous quasi-twodimensional (quasi-2D) spin-1 condensate described by the Hamiltonian [34, 35] FIG. 1. Magnetic phase diagram for a ferromagnetic spin-1 condensate with zero z-magnetization. The spheres show the direction of magnetization in the three states. (a) For q < 0 the magnetization lies along the Fz axis and the state is termed easy-axis. (b) For 0 < q < q0 the magnetization lies in the transverse (Fx-Fy) plane and the state is termed easy-plane. Quenches to this phase are not analyzed here but can be found in Refs. [18, 19, 38] . (c) For q > q0 the m = ±1 levels are unoccupied and the system is unmagnetized. This state is termed polar. The directed line on the phase diagram indicates the quench we consider in this paper, where the Zeeman energy is suddenly reduced from an initial value qi > q0 where the ground state is polar, to a value q < 0 where the system favours easy-axis spin ordering.
where θ is a global (superfluid) phase, and ξ = (ξ 1 , ξ 0 , ξ −1 ) T is a normalized spinor (i.e. ξ † ξ = 1). For high values of the quadratic Zeeman energy (q > q 0 ) the the ground state is the non-magnetized polar phase, with normalized spinor
for which F = 0. This state, or a spin rotated form of this state, is the initial condition for our quench. Our interest is how the system then reorders when q is quenched to a negative value, where the ground state is an easy-axis ferromagnetic phase with normalized spinor
corresponding to magnetization of +1 or -1 along z, respectively. These states break the Z 2 (z-reflection) symmetry of the Hamiltonian. We now introduce the two types of quench we use to transition the system from the polar to the easy-axis phase. Quench 1 (Q1): In this quench the quadratic Zeeman energy is simply set to a negative value at t = 0. Here the polar state is dynamically unstable and decays, initially by developing transverse magnetization. In this case an energy per particle of is liberated (i.e. the excess energy that the polar state has over the easy-axis ferromagnetic state for q < 0), and available to heat the system. Quench 2 (Q2): In this quench a spin rotation of U rot = e −i π 2 fx , is performed producing a so-called antiferromagnetic state:
After the spin rotation has been preformed the quadratic Zeeman energy is immediately set to a negative value. We note that this rotation (using RF pulses) and quench to negative q in a spin-1 experiment has been reported in Ref. [39] . For this initial condition the energy per particle available to heat the system is smaller than for Q1 and is independent of q (for q < 0), i.e.
C. Excitations of unstable initial states
Insight into the initial post-quench dynamics is also provided through understanding the Bogoliubov quasi-particle excitations of the initial state. For a spin-1 system there are three excitation branches, which can be typically classified as a phonon branch and two magnon (or spin-wave) branches. In discussing these modes we adopt the naming conventions used in [40] and refer to the phonon branch as ν = 0 and the magnon branches as ν = 1, 2. The instabilities of the initial state following the quench are revealed by the imaginary parts in the quasi-particle energies ν (k). As our system is mechanically stable (and g n |g s |) the phonon branch always remains stable, and exhibits a rapidly rising linear spectrum 0 ∼ c n k, where c n = g n n 0 /M is the speed of sound.
Unstable magnons for the Q1 quench
For the Q1 quench the initial non-equilibrium state (Pphase) at q < 0 has a Bogoliubov spectrum with two unstable magnon branches. For our case of zero magnetization along z these magnon branches 2 are degenerate with the dispersion relation
where
. For q < 0 these magnon branches have dynamically unstable modes (i.e. the quasi-particle energies 1,2 are imaginary) for the range of k values
These magnon modes have amplitude in the m = ±1 sublevels and lead to the decay of the polar phase by the development of transverse magnetization. As the value of q changes the character of the unstable modes remains qualitatively the same [see Figs. 2(a) and (b)], with the quantitative change that the unstable modes shift to larger k as q becomes more negative.
Unstable magnons for the Q2 quench
For the Q2 quench the initial state (AF-phase) has two magnon branches of qualitatively different behavior
The ν = 1 branch consists of modes that have amplitude in the m = ±1 sublevels giving rise to longitudinal magnetic fluctuations, while the ν = 2 branch modes have amplitude in the m = 0 sublevel giving rise to transverse fluctuations. The unstable modes for the ν = 1 branch are independent of q and occur for the k range
e.g., see Figs. 2(c) and (d). The ν = 2 branch has a finite region of unstable modes
for q > −q 0 (noting that the lower bound is 0 for q < 0).
, this branch becomes stable, and the condensate dynamics is driven entirely by the unstable modes in the ν = 1 branch.
D. Details of simulation method
We simulate the dynamics using the spin-1 GPE (2) with noise added to the initial state to seed the growth of symmetry breaking domains. For the initial state of the Q1 quench we take
where √ n 0 ξ P is a uniform (zero-momentum) polar condensate and δ is a small noise field used to seed the dynamical instabilities that occur after the quench. The precise form of noise used is based on the truncated Wigner formalism [41] and is described in Ref. [20] . For the Q2 quench the spin rotation U rot is applied to state (15) to yield the initial condition.
We use a condensate areal density of n 0 = 10 4 /ξ 2 s , where ξ s ≡ / √ q 0 M is the spin healing length. We evolve the spin-1 GPE for the spinor field ψ on a 2D square grid with dimensions l × l covered by an N × N grid of equally spaced points. Here most of our results are calculated on a grid of linear size l = 510ξ s with N = 1024 points. We evolve the spin-1 GPE (2) using a fourth-order symplectic method that uses Fast Fourier transforms to evaluate the kinetic energy operators with spectral accuracy [42] . The quadratic Zeeman energy is set at the final quench value q < q 0 for the duration of the simulation dynamics, so that the quench is effectively instantaneous at t = 0 from the initial condition for the case of the Q1 and Q2 quench, respectively. In order for the post-quench dynamics to become universal it is necessary to simulate the system over many spin times t s ≡ /q 0 . Indeed, here we evolve out to times of up to t = 10 4 t s , and on such long time-scales the use of a highly accurate symplectic algorithm ensures we obtain accurate solutions that conserve energy and magnetization. All the results presented here are for g s = − 1 3 g n . This choice is made to ensure our interactions are in a similar regime to the binary condensate immiscibility simulations of Ref. [33] , noting that the mapping of binary condensate parameters onto effective density and spin dependent interactions is discussed in Ref. [2] . We have also performed simulations for g s = − 1 12 g n to verify that our results are qualitatively unchanged with a smaller spin-dependent interaction. 
III. RESULTS

A. Early-time dynamics
For both the Q1 and Q2 quenches the initial state is unmagnetized, but the unstable modes lead to the spin density growing exponentially. The initial post-quench dynamics depends upon the kind and depth (i.e. q) of the quench. We take the early-time regime to be the initial time period over which the longitudinal magnetization locally develops. For our parameters (see Fig. 3 ) this regime extends up to t ∼ 10 2 t s . For times after this the longitudinal magnetization is the dominant component of the magnetization, and the dynamics can be then be analysed in terms of spin domain coarsening, which is the focus of the next subsection.
We provide examples of the early-time dynamics of the local magnetization in Fig. 3 for the Q1 and Q2 quenches to two different final values of q. We generally observe that for the Q2 quench the longitudinal magnetization develops more rapidly and approaches a larger value at late times, compared to the Q1 case. This second observation can be understood as arising from the additional heating in the Q1 quench (as discussed in Sec. II B) which tends to reduce the ground state order. Notably, for even deeper quenches (q < −q 0 ) than presented here we find that local longitudinal magnetization obtained after Q1 quench decreases as the final value of q becomes more negative, while the Q2 quench is insensitive to the value of q. In Fig. 4 we compare the magnetized domains formed near the end of the early-time dynamics. These results emphasize that the Q2 quench produces larger and less noisy domains following the quench.
We can obtain qualitative insight into other aspects of the dynamics in Fig. 3 through considering the unstable excitations of the initial states, discussed in Sec. II C.
For the Q1 quench to q = −0.3q 0 [ Fig. 3(a) ] and −q 0 [ Fig. 3(b) ] the dynamics proceeds in a qualitatively similar manner. The two degenerate magnon branches [Eq. (9) ] have unstable sections, and the growth of these excitations causes the transfer of atoms into the m = ±1 sublevels (i.e. spinmixing), leading to the exponential growth of transverse magnetization. After this process saturates (also see [4] ) the longitudinal magnetization then develops as the transverse magnetization decays.
For the Q2 quench the dynamics depends more strongly on the final q value. For q > −q 0 [e.g. Fig. 3(a) ] both the magnon branches [Eqs. (11) and (12)] are unstable. As discussed in Sec. II C 2, these magnons have transverse and longitudinal magnetic character and the simulation results show that both components of magnetization initially grow in a similar manner until saturation. For a deeper quench to q < −q 0 , only the longitudinal magnon branch [Eq. (11) ] is unstable, and we see [ Fig. 3(b) ] that the longitudinal magnetization develops with negligible growth in transverse magnetization. This case has similarities to the immiscibility transition in a binary condensate [21, 43] , in that the initial state occupies the m = ±1 sublevels and the dynamics causes the condensate density in these two sublevels spatially seperate. In contrast for shallow quenches (q > −q 0 ) the unstable magnon causing transverse magnetization allows spin mixing to transfer some of the m = ±1 atoms into the m = 0 sublevel.
B. Correlation functions and coarsening
In the early-time dynamics local longitudinal magnetization is established by small domains forming of microscopic (∼ ξ s ) dimensions (cf. Fig. 4 ). These domains then grow by coarsening dynamics. The average spatial distribution of domains in the system is captured by computing the relevant two-point correlation function. Here we consider the relevant spin correlation functions
where F ⊥ ≡ (F x , F y ) is the transverse magnetization density and the average is taken at a time t after the quench. The functions G z and G ⊥ characterize longitudinal and transverse magnetization, respectively. For our case of quenches to the easy-axis phase G z is the (spin) order parameter correlation function of interest for coarsening (e.g. see [17, 19] ). We also consider G ⊥ to demonstrate the contrasting behavior for transverse magnetisation which does not order.
Here we also address the superfluid order as a second type of order that develops in the system. This order is characterized by the global phase coherence of the atomic fields, and for the easy-axis phase this is captured by the correlation function
In expressions (16)- (18) we have utilized translational invariance to spatially average the correlation function. Additionally, we use spatial isotropy of the correlation functions to perform an angular average over all points at a distance r and further improve statistical sampling by averaging over 32 simulation trajectories conducted with different initial noise.
The temporal evolution of the G z and G 0 correlation functions is shown in Figs. 5 and 6 for both types of quench. The length scale over which the correlation function decays can be taken to define a characteristic domain size. For G z we take this length scale L z (t) to be the first zero crossing of G z (r, t). The G 0 and G ⊥ (not shown) correlation functions do not usually have a zero crossing so we take L 0 (t) to be the position where the correlation peak in G 0 decays to 0.25 of its maximal value (occurring at r = 0), and using the same procedure we define the length scale L ⊥ for G ⊥ .
As time progresses the length scales L z and L 0 are seen to grow as the longitudinal spin order and superfluid order extends over large regions [Figs. 5(e) and 6(e)]. In contrast the length scale L ⊥ , which is not associated with the ground state order of the system, does not grow and remains comparable to the microscopic length scale ξ s .
We investigate whether the system exhibits dynamic scale invariance, i.e. whether correlations of the order parameters at late times collapse onto a single universal curve H ν (r) when lengths are scaled by a characteristic length scale L ν (t)
Using the length scales L z (t) and L 0 (t) we demonstrate correlation function collapse for sufficiently late times in both the spin order [see Figs For both quenches at late times (t 10 2 t s ) L z is seen to grow as L z ∼ t 2/3 as found previously [17, 19] . The superfluid order (length scale L 0 ) grows in a similar manner to L z for intermediate times, but eventually (t 5 × 10 2 t s ) grows more slowly. Our best fit to the exponent gives z ∼ 3.2 ± 0.2. This result is slower than the L 0 (t) ∼ (t/ ln t) 1/2 scaling expected from dissipative XY-model dynamics [44, 45] , where the logarithmic correction to the z = 2 exponent originates from the presence of free vortices. For the case of a quasi- 2D scalar condensate Damle et al. [46] found z ≈ 1.1, albeit for a higher temperature regime (close to the critical temperature for vortex unbinding) and using small simulation grids. Recent results of Karl et al. [47] reveal even slower dynamics (z ≈ 5) for particular initial condition of a quasi-2D condensate. We have performed simulations for deeper quenches to q = −q 0 and for the case of a larger interaction ratio g s = −g n /12 to verify that the spin and superfluid ordering occurs with the same exponents.
We noted in Sec. III A that local order developed faster in the early-time dynamics for the Q2 quench relative to Q1. Comparing Figs. 5(e) and 6(e) we also observe that for times t 3 × 10 2 t s the values of L z and L 0 for the Q2 quench are appreciably larger that those of the Q1 quench at the same time, and grow at a more steady rate [the L z correlation lengths at t = 10 2 t s are also shown in Fig. 4 ]. The G 0 correlation function at t = 251 t s in Fig. 6(c) shows that the system has long-range superfluid order at early times (i.e. G 0 approaches a constant non-zero value for large r). This order eventually decays (t 5×10 2 t s ) and the G 0 behavior is similar to that observed in the Q1 quench. The long-range order is established by the initial spin rotation used in Q2 quench, which rotates the coherent polar state into m ± 1 sublevels. In the postquench dynamics, this coherence is rapidly destroyed by the immiscibility dynamics leading to spin domain formation.
In Figs. 5(e) and 6(e) we also show results for a calculation with a grid of N = 1024 and l = 800ξ s (i.e. with a grid point spacing about 60% larger than the other results). The greater spatial range in this case allows us to simulate longer (we need to ensure that L z , L 0 l to avoid finite size effects). The results from these calculations are shown as dashed lines and are seen to lie on top of the main results for characteristic length scales associated with the order parameter (i.e. L z and L 0 ), but differ appreciably from the main results for the behavior of L ⊥ . This nicely demonstrates the universality of the order parameter coarsening dynamics, while emphasizing that the transverse magnetization is a disordered degree of freedom that is sensitive to the microscopic details (in this case it is largely determined by the thermalization of the m = 0 spin waves, see [20] ).
C. Domain Size Distribution
The binary character of the easy-axis spin order allows clear identification of spin domains (e.g. see Fig. 4 ). In this subsection we consider the properties of the domains produced as characterized by the domain area distribution ρ(S, t) where ρ(S, t)dS is the average number of domains of area S to S + dS per unit system area at time t. In simulations we define positive domains as connected spatial regions where the F z spin density is positive 3 , and all locations satisfying this are set to a value of +1, and all other locations are set to a value of zero. On this binary image we apply the HoshenKopelman algorithm [48] to label the clusters of contiguous +1 cells. Similarly, a binary image can be constructed for the negative domains (with F z < 0). Analyzing the combined set of positive and negative magnetized domains at time t we compute their areas, and bin this to determine ρ(S, t). To improve statistics we use 32 trajectories to average for ρ(S, t).
Our results for ρ(S, t) at various times are shown in Fig. 7 . While the late time behavior of the domain distributions is reasonably similar [see insets to Figs. 7(b) and (d)], the earlytime behavior is strikingly different. Notably, even for times as short as t ∼ 40 t s in the Q2 case , ρ(S, t) is seen to extend out to areas of order the system size [i.e. S ∼ l 2 , see Fig. 7(c) ] , which indicates that the system can have a percolating domain that connects across the system. In contrast, such percolating domains for the Q1 quench only develop on long time scales [i.e. t ∼ 200 t s in Fig. 7(a) ]. This difference likely originates from the nature of the 1 magnon branch 3 More precisely we require that Fz ≥ 0.1n 0 to be part of a positive domain. for the Q2 quench which has unstable wavelengths extending from ∼ ξ s up to the system size [e.g. see Fig. 2(c) ]. In comparison the unstable modes for the Q1 quench are restricted to a finite wavelength range around λ ∼ −q 0 /2q ξ s [e.g. see Fig. 2(a) ].
We can apply dynamic scaling to the domain size distribution. Since the G z correlation function grows as L z (t), that the domain areas should grow as L z (t) 2 , and if dynamic scaling holds we would expect
to be a universal time-independent distribution. We perform this scaling in Figs. 7(b) and (d). At late-times (insets to those figures) we see reasonable collapse of the area distribution, however at earlier-times (t 100 t s ) only the Q2 quench exhibits scaling collapse over a wide range of areas. We also indicate on the scaled results the S −2 power law, which provides a reasonable fit to the distribution for sufficiently large domains. Such power law behavior in domain size (or "cluster size") distribution is predicted in percolation theory near the percolation transition with τ ≈ 2 in 2D. Normally in percolation theory the occupation probability (p) is varied to pass through the transition. For the spin-1 system this is controlled by the total (conserved) z-magnetization, and for our results (where the total z-magnetization is zero) the probability of a location being in a positive (or negative) domain is p = 0.5, which is approximately the percolation threshold condition in 2D. In order to explore the percolation transition it would be necessary to vary the total z-magnetization, which would in turn vary the relative portion of two domain types. Such a study has been performed using simulations of a segregating binary condensate, where the effective magnetization is controlled by varying the relative portion of the two atomic species [32] . This study presented strong evidence for a percolation threshold at p ≈ 0.5.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have considered the spin and superfluid ordering of a spin-1 condensate. We have found that in the coarsening dynamics these two types of order exhibit dynamic scaling, but develop with different dynamic critical exponents. We find that (and as previously observed in Refs. [17, 19, 20] ) the spinorder develops with a growth law of L z (t) ∼ t 2/3 , consistent with a binary fluid in the inertial hydrodynamic regime [49] . Our new results here concern the superfluid ordering, which we find to grow much more slowly as L 0 (t) ∼ t 0.32 . Indeed, our simulations out to t = 10 4 t s reveal that L 0 is almost an order of magnitude smaller than L z [see Figs. 5(e) and 6(e)]. Future work will involve developing an understanding for the slower superfluid growth rate, and whether aspects of the spin domains (e.g. shedding of various types of vortices at the spin domain walls, or other types of topological defects) play a role. Another direction for investigation is to consider our observed dynamics in the context of pre-thermalization and turbulence theory, which have proven fruitful directions of research for the immiscibility transition in a binary condensate [22] (also see [50] ).
In addition to the standard Q1 quench, in which the quadratic Zeeman energy is suddenly changed, we propose and simulate a second type of quench (Q2) in which a spin rotation is applied prior to the Zeeman energy being changed. In the late-time dynamics both quenches exhibit the same ordering dynamics, demonstrating the universal nature of the coarsening dynamics. However, the Q2 quench has favourable properties for exploring domain formation: (i) the domains form more rapidly and with less heating; (ii) the domains percolate at early times. These properties may make the Q2 quench better suited to experiments (e.g., with
87 Rb condensates), where the small spin-dependent interaction makes it challenging to explore long-time post-quench dynamics. For example, some of the short-time predictions we have made for domain formation and the behavior of the spin domain area distribution should be feasible to study in current experiments.
